Let (H, (., .)) be a Hilbert space and let L (H) be the linear space of bounded operators in H. In this paper, we deal with L(H)-valued function Q that belongs to the generalized Nevanlinna class Nκ(H), where κ is a non-negative integer. It is the class of functions meromorphic on C\R, such that Q(z) * = Q(z) and the kernel NQ (z, w) := Q(z)−Q(w) * z−w has κ negative squares. A focus is on the functions Q ∈ Nκ(H) which are holomorphic at ∞. A new operator representation of the inverse functionQ (z) := −Q (z) −1 is obtained under the condition that the derivative at infinity Q ′ (∞) := lim z→∞ zQ(z) is boundedly invertible operator. It turns out thatQ is the sumQ =Q1 +Q2,Qi ∈ Nκ i (H) that satisfies κ1 + κ2 = κ.
A generalized Nevanlinna function Q ∈ N κ (H) is called regular if there exists at least one point w 0 ∈ D(Q) ∩ C + such that the operator Q(w 0 ) −1 is boundedly invertible.
Let κ ∈ N ∪ {0} and let (K, [., .] ) denote a Krein space. That is a complex vector space on which a scalar product, i.e. a Hermitian sesquilinear form [., .] , is defined such that the following decomposition of K exists
where (K + , [., .]) and (K − , − [., .]) are Hilbert spaces which are mutually orthogonal with respect to the form [., .] . Every Krein space (K, [., .] ) is associated with a Hilbert space (K, (., .)), which is defined as a direct and orthogonal sum of the Hilbert spaces (K + , [., .]) and (K − , − [., .]). Topology in a Krein space K is introduced by means of the associated Hilbert space (K, (., .)). For properties of Krein spaces one can see e.g. [2, Chapter V] .
If the scalar product [., .] has κ (< ∞) negative squares, then we call it a Pontryagin space of index κ. The definition of a Pontryagin space and other related concepts can be found e.g. in [7] .
1.2
The following definitions of a linear relation and basic concepts related to it can be found in [1, 17] . In the sequel, H, K, M are inner product spaces.
A linear relation from H into K is a linear manifold T of the product space H × K. If H = K, T is said to be a linear relation in K. We will use the following concepts and notations for linear relations, T and S from H into K and a linear relation R from K into M. A linear relation is closed if it is a closed subset in the product space H×K. If T (0) = {0}, we say that T is an operator, or single-valued linear relation. Note, in definition of the adjoint linear relation T + , we use the following notation for inner product spaces (H, (., .)) and (K, [., .] ).
Let A be a linear relation in K. We say that A is symmetric (self-adjoint ) if it holds A ⊆ A + (A = A + ). Every point α ∈ C for which {f, αf } ∈ A, with some f = 0, is called a finite eigenvalue. The corresponding vectors are eigenvectors belonging to the eigenvalue α. A set that consists of all points z ∈ C for which the relation (A − zI) −1 is an operator defined on the entire K, is called the resolvent set ρ(A).
It is convenient to deal with the following representation of generalized Nevanlinna functions. 
(Then, obviously ρ(A) ⊆ D(Q).) This representation can be chosen to be minimal, that is
If realization (1.1) is minimal, then Q ∈ N κ (H) if and only if the negative index of the Pontryagin spaceκ equals κ. In the case of minimal representation ρ(A) = D(Q) and the triple (K, A, Γ z0 ) is uniquely determined (up to isomorphism).
Such operator representations were developed by M. G. Krein and H. Langer, see e.g. [8, 9] and later converted to representations in terms of linear relations (multivalued operators), see e.g. [5, 6] .
In this note, a point α ∈ C is called a finite generalized pole of Q if it is an eigenvalue of the representing relation A in the minimal representation (1.1). It means that it may be isolated singularity, i.e. an ordinary pole, as well as an embedded singularity of Q. The latter may be the case only if α ∈ R. That is equivalent to
where A is a bounded self-adjoint operator in some Pontrjagin space K, and Γ : H → K is a bounded operator, see Lemma 2.5 below. We also assume that drivative Q ′ (∞) is boundedly invertible. In this study, lim z→∞ zQ(z) refers to convergence in the Banach space of bounded operators L(H). By z → ∞ we denote the limit if Q is holomorphic at ∞, and by z→∞ we denote the non-tangential limit, which we use if singularities of Q exist (on the real axis) in every neighborhood of ∞, see [9] . The same convention applies to limits toward finite points in complex plane.
The following well known decomposition easily follows from [ 
Then Q α admits representation
with a bounded operator A α . Operator A α has the same root manifold at α as the representing relation A of Q in (1.1) .
The decomposition (1.6) can be tweaked if necessary so that it holds
, self-adjoint extensionÃ of A α has the same root manifold at α as A α , and Γ + Γ is a boundedly invertible operator. Then the equality κ = κ 1 + κ 2 does not have to be preserved because the number of negative squares ofH(z) may be greater than the number of negative squares of H α (z).
Indeed, if Γ + α Γ α is not already boundedly invertible operator in decomposition (1.6) of Q, then we can add the term B β−z to Q α (z) , where B is a positive operator, Γ + α Γ α + B is boundedly invertible operator and β ∈ R\{α}. Also we will subtract the same term from
The following is the summary of the main results of the paper. In Proposition 2.6 we prove that function Q, which is holomorphic at ∞ and has invertible operator Q ′ (∞), has ker Q :=
The task of finding representation ofQ(z) := −Q (z) −1 in terms of representing relation A of Q has been studied in several papers, see e.g. [11, 13] . In Theorem 3.2, we give an operator representation ofQ, when function Q is holomorphic at infinity and Q ′ (∞) is boundedly invertible operator. According to Remark 1.4, those assumptions do not restrict generality in research of local properties of the function Q ∈ N κ (H). Theorem 3.2 enables us to prove many properties ofQ and Q. For example, in Theorem 3.3 we prove that function Q which is holomorphic at ∞ and has Q ′ (∞) boundedly invertible, is a regular function. In Proposition 3.6 we prove that for such Q the inverse functionQ must have a pole at ∞. In Theorem 4.1 we prove thatQ(z) := −Q (z) −1 is the sumQ =Q 1 +Q 2 ,Q i ∈ N κi (H), where both functionsQ i are represented in terms of the representing operator A of Q, and it holds κ 1 + κ 2 = κ. One of the functions, saŷ Q 1 , is a polynomial of degree one, andQ 2 has representation of the form (1.5). Therefore, we can call functionsQ 1 andQ 2 , polynomial, and resolvent part ofQ, respectively. Negative index κ 1 ofQ 1 is equal to the number of negative eigenvalues of the self-adjoint operator Γ + Γ = − lim z→∞ zQ (z). The set of zeros of Q coincides with the set of poles of
In Example 3.4, we show how the above results can be applied to find representing operators A and Γ of Q in some cases. In Example 4.2, we show how to implement formulae given in Theorem 4.1 to a concrete function Q, in order to obtain a decomposition Q =Q 1 +Q 2 with nice properties described in that theorem.
We will frequently need the following proposition in this paper. 
1)
then the same inclusion holds for every z ∈ ρ(A). We can define linear relation
2)
that satisfies D(Γ) = H, Γ(0) = A(0). Then function Q has representation of the form
3) of Q is a self-adjoint linear relation in Pontryagin space K, and Γ ⊆ H × K, D(Γ) = H, is a linear relation that satisfies A (0) = Γ(0), then for any point z 0 ∈ ρ(A) and operator
(iii) It holds
Representation (1.1) is minimal if and only if representation (2.3) is minimal.
Note, case S = 0 is not excluded in Proposition 2.1.
Proof. (i) For function Q given by (1.1), it holds
see the proof in [5] , which obviously can be repeated when Q ∈ N κ (H). If we substitute w by z 0 in the above equation, then from assumption (2.1) it follows
In the following few steps we use properties of linear relations listed in [1, Theorem 1.2]. Note, Γ z are single-valued linear relations defined on the entire H which simplifies verification of the following steps. Therefore
By the same token, the converse inclusion (
and we can define linear relation Γ by (2.2). According to (2.2) it holds Γ(0) = A(0), and therefore (A − z) −1 Γ is also an operator, ∀z ∈ ρ (A).
Thus, Γ is an invariant of Q, i.e. Γ is a characteristic of the function Q (independent of z ∈ ρ (A)). That makes relation Γ and representation (1.5) particularly interesting.
Let us now show that linear relation Γ + is an operator. If we assume the contrary, then it holds
. Then we substitute Γ + z0 and Γ z0 into (1.1) and easily derive
By means of the resolvent equation we get
By substituting here
we get the first equation of (2.3). From the first equation of (2.3) and from Q (z)
3) and applying resolvent equation we obtain
According to resolvent equation it holds
Substituting here Γ z0 from (2.4) gives (1.1).
(iii) From (2.6) and (2.4) it follows
This proves (2.5). Minimality of a representation is defined in terms the of vectors Γ z h by (1.2). According to (2.5) we conclude that represention (2.3) is minimal if and only if
This proves (iii).
Note, the first statement of the proposition is well known for matrix functions represented by operators. This was proven in [9] for scalar, and in [11] for matrix valued function Q. In both cases one additional assumption on Q was made so that A was linear operator from the start.
In that case ∞ is called an eigenvalue of A and nonzero vectors from A(0) are called eigenvectors at ∞, see [14] .
The following statement is well known for closed linear relations in Hilbert space H, see e.g. [12] . We will state it here in our setting, for convenience of the reader. 
where+ denotes direct sum of subspaces,T is an operator with D T = D (T ) and
Proof : Because T (0) ⊆ K is closed subspace of the Hilbert space (K, (., .)) associated with Krein space (K, [., .]), we can uniquely and orthogonaly decompose (K, (., .)) by means of T (0). Thus, for every {f, g} ∈ T we have, {f, g} = f, g 1 (+)g 0 , where (+) is direct and orthogonal sum in the Hilbert space (K, (., .)), and g 0 ∈ T (0) and g 1 ∈ K(−)T (0) are uniquely determined vectors. We definẽ
and T ∞ is as above. Then we have
where (+) denotes direct orthogonal sum in the Hilbert space associated with H × K.
Because the sum g 1 (+)g 0 does not have to be orthogonal in the Krein space
It is easy to verify thatT = T (−)T ∞ is single-valued. According to Proposition 2.1 (i) there exists a linear relation
Let z 0 ∈ ρ(A) \ R be the point of reference in (1.1). Let us now prove that we can
According to (2.7) and the resolvent equation we have
This proves
Therefore, we can substitute Ã − z 
According to definition of minimality (1.2), we conclude that minimal representation (1.1) remains minimal whenÃ replaces A. Because of the uniqueness of the minimal representation (1.1) it must be A =Ã. Therefore,Ã must be a self-adjoint operator, as the unique representing operator of a generalized Nevanlinna function. Because the function Q is represented by operatorÃ, we conclude that Q cannot have generalized pole at ∞. According to [3, Defintion 3.1 (B)], ζ = 0 is not a generalized pole ofQ, i.e. ∞ is not a generalized pole of Q. Therefore, the representing relation A satisfies A(0) = 0. Hence, Q is represented by the self-adjoint operator A in (1.1).
with a bounded self-adjoint operator A in a Pontryagin space K, and bounded operator Γ : H → K. In this case Conversely, if A is bounded operator in representation (1.5), then it has bounded spectrum, and therefore, Q is holomorphic at infinity.
To prove the last statement of the lemma, we use Neumann series of resolvent of the bounded operator A. Proof. According to Lemma 2.5 we can assume that Q is minimally represented by bounded operator A. Recall, for z, w ∈ ρ (A) = D(Q) it holds
If we reverse roles of z and w, then the converse implication holds. Hence, it holds ker Γ z = ker Γ w .
If Q(z) is holomorphic at ∞, according to Lemma 2.5, Q has representation (1.5) with bounded operator A. Therefore, condition (2.1) is satisfied. According to Proposition 2.1 (iii) we have Γ z = (A − z) −1 Γ, ∀z ∈ D(Q).
Then we have:
If we assume h ∈ ker Q, then according to definition of ker Q we have
This proves the statement.
We cannot here claim that Q(z) is a regular function. We will prove it in the following section.
3 Inverse of Γ + (A − z) −1 Γ Lemma 3.1 Let bounded operators Γ : H → K and Γ + : K → H be introduced as usually, see section 1. Assume also that Γ + Γ is a boundedly invertible operator in the Hilbert space (H, (., .) ). Then for operator
the following statements hold:
(i) P is orthogonal projection in Pontryagin space (K, [., .]).
(ii) Scalar product does not degenerate on Γ (H) and therefore it does not degenerate on Γ (H)
[⊥] = ker Γ + .
(iii) ker Γ + = (I − P ) K. (ii) If Γh = 0 and [Γh, Γg] = 0, ∀g ∈ H, then ( Γ + Γh, g) = 0, ∀g ∈ H. Then we have Γ + Γh = 0 ⇒ h = 0 ⇒ Γh = 0. This is a contradiction that proves (ii).
(iii) It is sufficient to prove ker Γ + = ker P .
(iv) This statement follows directly from (iii) and (ii).
Assume now that function Q is given by (1.5) and that projection P is given by (3.1). We defineÃ := (I − P ) A |(I−P )K .
Note that it is customary to omit the identity mapping in resolvents. Therefore, we will frequently write Ã − z −1 rather than Ã − zI |(I−P )K −1
. It holds
In the sequel, we will use notation from the left hand side of this equation because it makes the following proofs easier to write. 
where operator Γ was defined by (2.2) and projection P was defined by equation (3.1) .
Proof. According to Lemma 2.5, function Q has minimal representation (1.5) with bounded operator A. For projection P defined in Lemma 3.1, we have the following decomposition with respect to (3.2)
By solving operator equations derived from the identity
It is easy to verify the following equalities:
It follows
Therefore, we do not need to find operators X, Y , Z. By substituting W here, we get
By substituting expressions (3.4) and (3.3) for Q andQ, respectively, into the following product, we verify
The remaining statements of this paper are consequences of Theorem 3.2. 
whereÃ is a self-adjoint bounded operator in the Pontryagin space (I − P )K,Ŝ and G are self-adjoint bounded operators in the Hilbert space H, andĜ is boundedly invertible.
(ii) In that case function Q ∈ N κ (H) is regular.
The assumptions are the same as in Theorem 3.2. Therefore, representation (3.3) holds. If we substitutê
into representation (3.3) we get representation (3.5) . OperatorÃ is bounded because it is a restriction of the bounded operator A. The statements aboutŜ andĜ are easy verification.
(⇐) Now we assume that (3.5) holds. Obviously:
On the other hand, becauseÃ is bounded we can apply Neumann series of the resolvent
Therefore, lim
BecauseĜ is bounded, lim z→∞ zQ (z) is boundedly invertible.
(ii) This statement holds because, according to (3.5), operatorQ(z) is obviously bounded for every z ∈ D(Q) ∩ D(Q) .
It is usually very difficult to find representing operator for a given function Q ∈ N κ (H). The construction used in cited papers is abstract and not applicable in concrete situations. Theorem 3.2 gives us a new simple relationships between representing operators A, Γ and Γ + . That might help us to find those operators in some cases, like e.g. in the following case.
Example 3.4 Given function
It is easy to verify that function Q(z) is holomorphic at infinity, and that it holds
According to Lemma 2.5, Q(z) admits minimal representation (1.5). Hence,
In addition,
i.e. the inverse function is a polynomial. Therefore, the resolvent part ofQ in representation (3.3) must be equal to zero. It holds,
Here J denotes a fundamental symmetry in K. Because function Q has a single pole of order two at z = 0, the representing operator has the single eigenvalue of order two at z = 0. All those information enable us to make an easy educated guess A = 0 1 0 0 , Γ = 1 0 0 1 , J = 0 1 1 0 = Γ + .
We will refer to this example for a different reason in Theorem 4.1. Proof. In the following derivations we will frequently use Γ + P = Γ + and P Γ = Γ. From (3.3) it followŝ
Note, if x 0 x 1 . . . , x k−1 is a Jordan chain of A at the eigenvalue α ∈ C, then it holds
This formula together with (3.8) enables us to prove that if α is not a zero of Q, then the
is a pole cancellation functions of Q at α, cf. [3, Remark 3.7 ].
According to [13, Proposition 2.1], for a regular function Q ∈ N κ (H) with representing relation A, the inverseQ admits representation
The following proposition gives us one more relationship between representations (3.3) and (3.9). Proof. Function Q ∈ N κ (H) that admits representation (1.5) is a special case of the function that admits representation (1.1). Let us select a (non-real) point of reference z 0 ∈ D(Q) ∩ D Q , so that Q (z 0 ) is boundedly invertible. Let us introduce Γ z0 by (2.4) . Then according to Proposition 2.1 (ii) function Q given by (1.5) admits representation (1.1) with the same representing self-adjoint operator A and Q(z 0 )
Substituting this into (3.11) gives
By substituting here the expression for Q (z 0 ) −1 Γ + from (3.8) we get One consequence of Proposition 3.6 is that functionQ must have a generalized pole at ∞. This means that regular functionQ does not have a derivative at ∞.
Properties ofQ
The following theorem is also a consequence of Theorem 3.2. is boundedly invertible. Then for functionŝ
2)
where operatorsŜ,Ĝ andΓ are given by equations (3.6) and (3.7) , the inverse function Q (z) has decompositionQ (z) =Q 1 (z) +Q 2 (z) . That decomposition has the following properties:
(i) It must beQ 1 ≡ 0 while functionQ 2 may be zero function in some cases.Q 1 has only one generalized pole, it is at ∞, whileQ 2 is holomorphic at ∞.
(ii) Finite generalized zeros of Q, coincide with generalized poles ofQ 2 including multiplicities.
(iii)Q 1 ∈ N κ1 (H), where negative index κ 1 is equal to the number of negative eigenvalues of the bounded self-adjoint operator −Q ′ (∞) in the Hilbert space H and that is equal to negative index of P K.
Proof. (i) According to above definitions ofQ 1 andQ 2 , and (3.5), it holdsQ (z) = Q 1 (z) +Q 2 (z). According to Proposition 3.6,Q has generalized pole at ∞. Since representing operatorÃ ofQ 2 is bounded operator, according to Lemma 2.5Q 2 is holomorphic at ∞. Therefore,Q 1 ≡ 0 and it must have generalized pole at ∞. According to Example 3.4 it is possible to haveQ 2 ≡ 0.
(ii) The statement follows immediately from (i) and formula (4.3).
(iii) Note, representation (4.1) ofQ 1 is not a typical operator representation of a generalized Nevanlinna function, because A − zI is not a resolvent.
We knowQ ∈ N κ (H) and κ 1 + κ 2 ≥ κ. Let us denote by κ ′ and κ ′′ negative indexes of subspaces P K and (I − P ) K, respectively. Then, according to (3.2 
Hence, κ 1 equals number of negative eigenvalues of (Γ + Γ) −1 . Since (Γ + Γ) −1 is bounded, hence defined on the whole H, we can consider f = Γ + Γf 0 and g = Γ + Γg 0 , where f 0 and g 0 run through entire H when f and g run through H. Therefore
Because R (Γ) = R(P ), we conclude that κ 1 = κ ′ . Real number α < 0 is an eigenvalue of Γ + Γ = −Q ′ (∞) if and only if α −1 < 0 is an eigenvalue of (Γ + Γ) −1 . Hence, statement
BecauseÃ, the representing operator ofQ 2 , is self-adjoint operator in (I − P ) K, it must be κ 2 ≤ κ ′′ . Therefore, κ 2 = κ ′′ and
That proves iv).
In the following example we will show how Theorem 4.1 can be applied to a concrete generalized Nevanlinna functions. Here, Γ * : C 3 → C 2 is adjoint operator of Γ with respect to Hilbert spaces C 2 and C 3 . It is easy to see that this representation is minimal. From the shape of the fundamental symmetry J we conclude κ = 2, i.e. Q ∈ N 2 (C 2 ). We havê
Limit (2.8) gives
This means that conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. Let us calculateQ 1 (z). By substituting matrices (Γ + Γ) −1 , Γ + , Γ into formulae for G andŜ, we obtainQ
Let us now findQ 2 (z) by means of formulae (4.2). In order to do that, we have first to find matrices for projections P and (I − P ). By means of formula (3.1) we get We obtained the decomposition (4.3) ofQ (z):
There are many decompositions of the functionQ. For this decomposition, we know that the following claims hold:
-Because Hermitian matrix Γ + Γ has one simple negative eigenvalue, according to Theorem 4.1 (iii) the functionQ 1 has negative index κ 1 = 1.
-Because, κ = 2, according to Theorem 4.1 (iv), it must be κ 2 = 1.
-According to Theorem 4.1 (ii), z = −1 is zero of the function Q. Indeed, it is a pole ofQ 2 with pole cancellation function η(z) = 1 + z 0 , according to [3, Definition 3.1].
In this example we have demonstrated how to use formulae given in Theorem 4.1 to obtain decomposition (4.3). The example was selected to be as simple as possible to make it readable. In more complicated cases, the calculation of Q 1 (z) =Ŝ + zĜ remains simple, while calculation ofQ 2 (z) can get very involved .
Fortunately, Theorem 4.1 enables us to avoid the difficult calculation ofQ 2 given by formula (4.2). Instead, we can obtainQ 2 by formulaQ 2 (z) :=Q (z) −Q 1 (z).
In general case, it is an interesting task to decompose a generalized Nevanlinna function into a sum that preserves the number of negative squares, i.e. Q = Q 1 + Q 2 and κ = κ 1 + κ 2 .
